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■ INTRODUCTION

Fluorinated polymers are extremely interesting polymeric
materials containing fluorine atoms in their chemical config-
urations. There are two different types of fluorinated polymers:
the perfluoropolymers and the partially fluorinated polymers.
In the perfluoropolymers, there are no hydrogen atoms in the
structure, whereas in the partially fluorinated polymers, only
some of the hydrogen atoms in the analogous hydrocarbon
configurations are replaced by fluorine atoms.
Fluoropolymers exhibit versatile combinations of properties;

they vary from elastomers and thermoplastics to completely
amorphous polymers, exhibiting remarkable resistance against
thermal, chemical, mechanical, and aging stresses.1−4 The
outstanding properties that fluoropolymers possess are most
likely linked to the low polarizability and the strong elec-
tronegativity of the fluorine atom due to its small van der Waals
radius (1.32 Å) and the strong C−F bond (485 kJ·mol−1).5

Fluoropolymers that contain VDF exhibit excellent weather
durability, low flammability, low surface energy, and acid resis-
tance in addition to the above-mentioned resistances.6,7 There-
fore, these polymers are suitable for applications in many
different fields, such as aerospace, aeronautics, and energy,
as well as in the chemical, electronic, and construction
industries.8−11

Achieving the desired combination of properties in homo-
polymers is often difficult. However, using the proper monomer
mixtures may generate fluorinated copolymers that assume all
of the required properties while overcoming the drawbacks of

homopolymers. A large number of scientific studies have been
focused on the investigation of properties and on the
determination of structures of VDF, HFP, and TFE binary
copolymers or terpolymers. Ameduri collected most of these
studies in his review.5 Especially for the fluorinated copolymers
containing VDF, many studies based on high resolution 19F and
1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy have
been conducted to elucidate the structure and the comonomer
sequences in the polymer chain. The VDF monomer units may
be found in two different orientations in the polymer chain,
meaning that during the propagation, VDF may occur in the
normal head-to-tail (−CH2CF2−CH2CF2−), as well as the
reversed head-to-head (−CH2CF2−CF2CH2−) and tail-to-tail
(−CF2CH2−CH2CF2−), directions. The defects in the struc-
tures (head-to-head and tail-to-tail) depend on the processing
conditions and temperatures, whereas the percentage of re-
versed VDF units may affect the final polymer properties.12−18

Despite the wide application range for these polymers and the
industrial interest in knowledge of their polymerization kinetics,
the data in the literature are still inadequate. Some research
groups measured the reactivity ratios in the copolymerizations
of VDF with HFP and TFE,19−21 and a mathematical model
was developed by Apostolo et al. for the kinetics description of
the emulsion polymerization of VDF and HFP.22 Recently, the
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copolymerization propagation rate coefficients kp,cop for the
homogeneous phase copolymerization of VDF with HFP in
supercritical CO2 was proposed by Siegmann et al.23

This work focuses on the computational investigation of the
kinetic coefficients for all of the propagation reactions involved
in VDF homopolymerization and in the binary copolymeriza-
tion systems of VDF/HFP, VDF/TFE, and HFP/TFE. All the
optimal monomer, radical, and polymer structures were de-
tected using quantum mechanics calculations based on DFT
and later these structures were used to calculate the kinetic
constants. The copolymer systems involving VDF have been
studied during both the normal and the reverse monomer
addition. Arrhenius kinetic parameters for all of the addition
reactions involved in each copolymer system were estimated
computationally and the kinetic coefficients have been
calculated at 60 °C. Copolymer compositions and propagation
rate coefficients versus monomer mole fraction graphs for
all the copolymer systems were created by computationally
estimating the kinetic constants at 60 °C. The activation energy
along with temperature dependent pre-exponential factor
values were proposed for all of the propagation reactions of
the studied copolymer systems. The knowledge of the
Arrhenius parameters for the reactions of the above-mentioned
systems may be a great asset during the production of specialty
fluoropolymer materials with the desired composition and
therefore with the desired properties.

■ THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
A. Terminal Model. All the kinetic constants obtained

using the quantum mechanics (QM) simulations have been
calculated according to the TM. This model assumes that the
reactivity ratio of each propagation reaction depends only upon
the terminal unit of the growing chain and therefore a simple
scheme composed of four reactions (Scheme 1) is sufficient to
describe a copolymer system.

After the estimation of the kinetic coefficients, monomer reac-
tivity ratios rA and rB can be calculated as defined in eqs 1 and 2.
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Usually a binary copolymer system according to the TM can
be fully described by the above-mentioned scheme. However,
that is not the case for the binary copolymer systems involving

VDF. As was previously mentioned, two different VDF radicals
lead to defect structures. The presence of these two different
radicals turns each copolymer system, including VDF, into a
pseudoterpolymer system. All VDF copolymer systems were
studied like the terpolymer systems. For terpolymerization, the
kinetic scheme that describes the systems is more complicated.
Alfrey et al.24 demonstrated that there are nine important
propagation reactions used to determine the terpolymer com-
position (Scheme 2). Using the kinetic coefficients for the

reactions presented in Scheme 2, six monomer reactivity ratios
may be calculated (eqs 3−8).
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The kinetic coefficients and the monomer reactivity ratios
used by the proper mathematical models based on population

Scheme 1. Elementary Reactions Involved in Determining
the Monomer Reactivity Ratios of Copolymer Systems
According to the TM

Scheme 2. Elementary Reactions Involved in Determining
the Monomer Reactivity Ratios of Terpolymer Systems
According to the TM



balance equations may provide compositional information for
the obtained polymer in both co- and terpolymer systems; they
may also be used to estimate the average propagation rate
coefficients (kp,cop and kp,ter). Given that the propagation reac-
tions dominate, the monomer consumption for a copolymer-
ization may be defined as follows:
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Copolymerization average propagation rate coefficient and
copolymer composition can be described as follows:
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where A is the concentration of monomer A, B is the concen-
tration of monomer B, M is the total monomer concentration,
A• is the concentration of radical A, and B• is the concentration
of radical B.
Accordingly, for a terpolymerization, the overall terpolymer

kinetic coefficient may be calculated as follows:
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And the terpolymer composition may be described as
follows:
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In this case, the pseudopropagation rate constants kA*, kB*, and
kC* are defined as follows:
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where A is the concentration of monomer A, B is the concen-
tration of monomer B, C is the concentration of monomer C,
M is the total monomer concentration, A• is the concentration
of radical A, B• is the concentration of radical B, and C• is the
concentration of radical C.
B. Quantum Mechanics. The exchange and correlation

energies were calculated using a computational approach based
on DFT. All of the reactant and product conformations were op-
timized using the Becke three-parameter and Lee−Yang−Parr

functional (B3LYP). Quantum chemical calculations for
radicals were performed using a spin multiplicity of 2 and an
unrestricted wave function (UB3LYP). Many functionals may
be used to describe radical addition reactions; however, the
B3LYP method was adopted because it provides excellent
low-cost performance, as demonstrated in previous literature
reports.25−36 Even though B3LYP is less accurate when
predicting electronic energies compared to other hybrid den-
sity functionals,37,38 nonsystematic errors are absent in DFT
methods and this was demonstrated when the radical addition
to double bonds was studied;34,39 these results led us to choose
this method to determine the kinetic coefficients of fluorinated
polymer systems propagation reactions. Simulations were
performed using the all-electron 6-31 basis set with added
polarization functions (6-31G(d,p)). To obtain an accurate
description of the investigated compounds’ molecular struc-
tures, a broad structural optimization was performed to detect
the absolute energy minimum conformations; in particular, the
potential energy surface (PES) of each possible dihedral angle
rotation was determined for each reactant, product and
transition state; the obtained absolute minimum geometries
were adopted for the final optimizations. This procedure was
proven adequate to discern the optimal structures.35 The geo-
metry of each molecular structure (reactants, transition states,
and products) was considered stable only after calculating the
vibrational frequencies and force constants and if no imaginary
vibrational frequency was found. Transition state structures
were located by adopting the synchronous transit-guided quasi
Newton method and are characterized by a single imaginary
vibrational frequency. Later a combined B3LYP/MPWB1K
approach was used during the second estimation of the kinetic
constants. In particular, after the geometric optimizations,
frequency calculations, and identification of the transition state
locations were conducted at the B3LYP level,40,41 the hybrid
meta DFT method, MPWB1K was used to perform single point
calculations to evaluate the electronic and zero-point energies.42

The corresponding kinetic constants in both cases were
determined using the classical transition state theory (TST)
as follows:
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where kb and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants,
respectively; in addition, T is the temperature, Ea is the acti-
vation energy of the process calculated from the difference
between the electronic energy of the TS and the energy of
the reactants (including zero-point energy), and Q represents
the product of the partition functions (qtrans, qvib, qrot, qel) for
the transition states (≠) and reactants (R). In particular, qel

is the electronic partition function whereas qtrans, qvib, and qrot

are the translational, vibrational, and rotational partition functions,
respectively, calculated according to the following equations:
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where V is the volume, m is the particle mass, vi is the vibrational
frequency, IxIyIz are the rotational constants, and σ is the
rotational symmetry number. The harmonic oscillator (HO)
model has been used for the ab initio calculations of the partition
functions. In the literature can be found studies where the hinder
rotor (HR) model was used to model vibrational modes for
propagation reactions;28,34,38,43 however, the evaluation of the
internal rotation partition function according to the HR is not
necessary for this study because most of the rotations are on the
backbone. Furthermore the correction of the rate coefficients that
HR can provide for relative low temperatures is not of great
importance.44,45 All of the quantum chemistry calculations were
performed using the Gaussian 09 program suite and all pictures
were drawn using Molden 4.2.46,47

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present study, the kinetic coefficients for all of the
propagation reactions involved in each binary copolymeriza-
tion system including VDF, HFP, and TFE, as well as the
VDF homopolymerization, were estimated using quantum
mechanics.
As observed in Scheme 3, there are two different VDF

radicals;5,17,48 therefore, the homopolymerization of VDF may
be described by the four propagation reactions illustrated in
Scheme 4.
The existence of these two different radicals indicates that

four distinct reactions occur during the polymerization and
changes the homopolymerization of VDF into a pseudo co-
polymer system. For the same reason, copolymer systems
including VDF/HFP and VDF/TFE may be assumed to be
pseudo terpolymer systems that may be described by the reac-
tions presented in Scheme 2. For the last copolymer system,
where the VDF monomer was not involved (i.e., HFP/TFE),
the simple set of reactions reported in Scheme 1 describes the
system. Detailed kinetic schemes for the above-mentioned
systems can be found in the Supporting Information.
As was previously mentioned, all of the geometries used

during the final optimization for every molecule were detected
using a broad structural optimization. Using the HFP radical,
the radical of HFP dimer, the radical of TFE dimer, and all the
four possible dimer radicals of VDF as examples, the procedure
used to investigate the best structures is presented. In Figure 1,
the first structures used during the structural optimization of
the above-mentioned molecules are presented. The poten-
tial energy surface for the dihedral angles assigned as rot. X
(X:a-m) in Figure 1 are reported in Figure 2a−m.
The absolute minimum geometries (Figure 3) were then

adopted for determining the kinetic constants. The same
procedure was used to detect the required absolute minimum
geometries for all of the radicals, monomers, and products
involved in the propagation reactions illustrated in Schemes 4
and S1−S3 (Supporting Information).
The kinetic coefficients for the propagation reactions of the

studied systems were estimated at 60 °C using two different

Figure 1.Molecular structures used to investigate the dihedral angle potential energy surfaces relative to the HFP and its dimer radical, as well as the
TFE dimer and VDF dimer radicals.

Scheme 3. (a) VDF Monomer, (FH, HF), (b) VDF Radical
on Head (HF•), and (c) VDF Radical on Tail (FH•)

Scheme 4. Elementary Reactions Involved in the Pseudo
Copolymerization of VDF According to the TM



levels of theory using and above-mentioned methodology. The
terminal model has been applied for the simulations after the
effect of the chain length had been studied and found within
the uncertainty limits of the method. More details about this as-
pect can be found in the Supporting Information (Table S10).
The results for the pseudo terpolymer system VDF/HFP calcu-
lated at the MPWB1K level of theory (The results at B3LYP
level of theory are in the Supporting Information) are pre-
sented. In particular, Table 1 contains the reported Arrhenius pa-
rameters, whereas Table 2 reports the monomer reactivity ratios.
Using the estimated values presented in Tables 1 and 2, as

well as in eqs 16 and 17, the terpolymer composition (Figure 4)

and propagation rate coefficient (Figure 5) were reported
versus the HFP molar monomer fraction.
The obtained value for the monomer reactivity ratio rHF_FH

indicates that for the homopolymerization of VDF more than
20% of the defects are expected for the backbone; however, to
the best of our knowledge there are no experimental data from
NMR studies for the VDF homopolymer. On the contrary,
there are a few studies reporting the fraction of the head to
head defects in the copolymer backbone.5,22 The percentage of
defect structures comprises between 2.8 and 7% depending on
the copolymer system as well as the reaction conditions. Given
that the VDF molar fraction in the copolymer mixtures is lower

Figure 2. PES of dihedral rotation involved in the geometry optimization of the HFP, HFP dimer, TFE dimer, and VDF dimer radicals.
The structures reported at 180° are relative to the geometries displayed in Figure 1, and the arrows point to the absolute minimum structures:
(a) rot. a dihedral angle (Figure 1a); (b) rot. b dihedral angle (Figure 1b); (c) rot. c dihedral angle (Figure 1b); (d) rot. d dihedral angle (Figure 1c);
(e) rot. e dihedral angle (Figure 1c); (f) rot. f dihedral angle (Figure 1d); (g) rot. g dihedral angle (Figure 1d); (h) rot. h dihedral angle (Figure 1e);
(i) rot. i dihedral angle (Figure 1e); (j) rot. j dihedral angle (Figure 1f); (k) rot. k dihedral angle (Figure 1f); (l) rot. l dihedral angle (Figure 1g);
(m) rot. m dihedral angle (Figure 1g).



than the one of the homopolymer and that the defects are
influenced by both polymerization process conditions and
temperature, the proposed reactivity ratio for head to head
addition seems to be reasonable.
The computational estimations at the B3LYP level of theory

for the VDF/HFP system, as well as the computational results,
the copolymer composition, and the overall copolymer or
pseudo terpolymer propagation kinetic coefficient graphs for
the rest of the studied systems at both levels of theory, are
provided in the Supporting Information.

To avoid associating the computational results with a specific
temperature, the pre-exponential factor for the reactions was
calculated at various temperatures; subsequently, the variables

Figure 3. Molecular structures detected after structural optimization: (a) HFP, (b) HFP dimer, (c) TFE dimer, (d) VDF tail-to-head, (e) VDF
tail-to-tail, (f) VDF head-to-head, and (g) VDF head-to-tail radicals.

Table 1. Arrhenius Kinetic Parameters for the VDF/HFP
Pseudo Terpolymerization at 60 °Ca

Ea [kJ/mol] log10(A) kij [L/(mol·s)]

HF• + HF → HF_HF• 20.52 6.621 2.53 × 103

HF• + FH → HF_FH• 18.20 6.042 1.54 × 103

HF• + HFP → HF_HFP• 7.22 5.755 4.19 × 104

FH• + HF → FH_HF• 13.03 6.293 1.78 × 104

FH• + FH → FH_FH• 26.58 5.680 3.26 × 101

FH• + HFP → FH_HFP• 19.87 5.541 2.66 × 102

HFP• + HF → HFP_HF• 0.54 5.245 1.45 × 105

HFP• + FH → HFP_FH• 15.92 4.123 4.24 × 101

HFP• + HFP → HFP_HFP• 12.60 3.848 7.45 × 101

aThe rate coefficients were calculated at 60 °C. FH•: VDF tail radical.
HF•: VDF head radical. HF, FH: VDF monomer. HFP•: HFP radical.
HFP: HFP monomer. kij, i, j = FH, HF, HFP. The data represent the
Arrhenius parameters determined using MPWB1K/6-31(d,p).

Table 2. Monomer Reactivity Ratios for the VDF/HFP
Pseudo Terpolymer Systema

rHF_FH = kHF_HF/kHF_FH 1.64 × 100

rFH_HF = kFH_FH/kFH_HF 1.83 × 10−3

rHF_HFP = kHF_HF/kHF_HFP 6.04 × 10−2

rHFP_HF = kHFP_HFP/kHFP_HF 5.14 × 10−4

rFH_HFP = kFH_FH/kFH_HFP 1.23 × 10−1

rHFP_FH = kHFP_HFP/kHFP_FH 1.76 × 100

aThe data represent the monomer reactivity ratios determined using
MPWB1K/6-31(d,p).

Figure 4. VDF/HFP pseudo terpolymer composition versus the HFP
molar monomer fraction at 60 °C.

Figure 5. VDF/HFP pseudo terpolymer propagation rate coefficient
versus the HFP molar fraction in the monomer phase at 60 °C.



A* and α presented in eq 26 were estimated by interpolation
using 298 K as the reference temperature. An example of the
computations interpolation is provided in Figure 6.

= *· *αA A T (26)
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The activation energies, A*, and α factors for the propagation
reactions involved with any possible copolymer, pseudo
terpolymer, or terpolymer system are presented in Table 3.
Using these values, the appropriate kinetic schemes, and proper
mathematical models based on population balance equations,
the polymer composition and the overall propagation kinetics
coefficient for each co- or terpolymer system may be estimated
at any temperature. Table 3 also reports the kinetic coefficients
for the propagation reactions calculated at 60 °C.

The adopted computational method was validated for the
pseudo terpolymer system, VDF/HFP. In particular, the kinetic
coefficients for the terpolymer system were estimated within
the 45−90 °C temperature range and the kp,ter were calculated
when f HFP = 0.45. For the same temperature range and fHFP
value, there are also experimental values for the kp,ter and
Arrhenius parameters reported in literature.23 In Figure 7, the
computational estimations of kp,ter are reported along with the
experimental data.

As observed in Figure 7, the computational predictions
according to the TM at both the B3LYP and MPWB1K levels
of theory are overestimating the experimental values. The
computed value of the pseudo terpolymer propagation rate
coefficient for f HFP = 0.45 at 60 °C as shown in Figure 5 is
30 000 L/(mol·s), whereas the experimental value for the same
conditions is 7600 L/(mol·s). Given the uncertainties in both
experiments and simulations and the different reaction
environments (CO2 for the experiments and vacuum for the
simulations), a discrepancy of a factor of 4 could be considered

Figure 6. Interpolation of the computational values for the pre-
exponential factor of the addition of the VDF radical on head to VDF
monomer.

Table 3. Arrhenius Kinetic Parameters for the Propagation Reactions Involved in Any Copolymer, Pseudo Terpolymer, or
Terpolymer System Using VDF, HFP, or TFE Monomersa

Ea [kJ/mol] log(A*) α kij [L/(mol·s)]

1 HF• + HF → HF_HF• 20.52 6.52 2.14 2.53 × 103

2 HF• + FH → HF_FH• 18.20 5.94 2.09 1.54 × 103

3 HF• + HFP → HF_HFP• 7.22 5.64 2.33 4.19 × 104

4 FH• + HF → FH_HF• 13.03 6.22 1.48 1.78 × 104

5 FH• + FH → FH_FH• 26.58 5.61 1.43 3.26 × 101

6 FH• + HFP → FH_HFP• 19.87 5.46 1.67 2.66 × 102

7 HFP• + HF → HFP_HF• 0.53 5.15 1.88 1.45 × 105

8 HFP• + FH → HFP_FH• 15.92 4.04 1.72 4.24 × 101

9 HFP• + HFP → HFP_HFP• 12.60 3.75 1.97 7.45 × 101

10 HF• + TFE → HF_TFE• 9.97 6.25 2.43 6.40 × 104

11 FH• + TFE → FH_TFE• 16.36 6.07 1.86 3.96 × 103

12 TFE• + HF → TFE_HF•• 14.25 6.46 2.23 2.18 × 104

13 TFE• + FH → TFE_FH• 20.90 5.49 2.18 2.08 × 102

14 HFP• + TFE → HFP_TFE• 2.91 4.42 2.10 1.17 × 104

15 TFE• + HFP → TFE_HFP• 14.94 5.45 2.42 1.66 × 103

16 TFE• + TFE → TFE_TFE• 10.55 6.02 2.57 3.06 × 104

aThe rate coefficients were calculated at 60 °C. FH•: VDF tail radical. HF•: VDF head radical. HF, FH: VDF monomer. HFP•: HFP radical. HFP:
HFP monomer. TFE•: TFE radical. TFE: TFE monomer. kij, i, j = FH, HF, HFP, TFE. The Arrhenius parameters were determined at the
MPWB1K/6-31(d,p) level of theory.

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of kp,ter for the VDF/HFP system.
Linear fit for the experimental data (···, Siegmann et al.23);
computational predictions at the B3LYP level of theory (−·−);
computational predictions at the MPWB1K level of theory (− − −).



reasonable. A second validation for the same set of kinetic
parameters may be performed by comparing the obtained
results with those proposed by Apostolo et al. using an appro-
priate mathematical model.22 In this case, the computational
estimations are 1 order of magnitude greater than the values
estimated by the model. The activation energy of the mono-
meric radical addition is about 4−5 kJ/mol lower than the
other three radicals addition reactions (Table S10, Supporting
Information). Even if this difference is within the uncertainty
limits of the method, it might be one of the reasons that the
calculated kp is higher than the experimental results because the
reaction rate increases exponentially when the activation energy
decreases. Thus the chain length influence can be one of the
possible causes for the overestimation of the kp values. Further-
more, one more validation of the adopted computational meth-
odology may be performed on the basis of the experimental
values for the kinetic coefficient of the TFE homopolymeriza-
tion.49 In particular, the kp values reported in the literature
are 7400 and 9100 L/(mol·s) at 40 and 50 °C, respectively,
whereas the calculated values at the MPWB1K level of theory
are 20 500 and 25 300 L/(mol·s). Even in this case there is
always an overestimation of the experimental data by less than
3 times. Considering all the sources of inaccuracies that may
affect the computations, as well as the experimental conditions
that cannot be reproduced using QM, the difference between
the experiments and the computational data are within the
range of current experimental uncertainty. Finally, reactivity
ratios for VDF/HFP, VDF/TFE, and VDF/HFP/TFE systems
have been estimated using the values in Table 3 considering
only the VDF head radical. Despite the above-mentioned sim-
plification, the obtained computational results are in acceptable
agreement with the experimental values19−21 whereas a better
agreement is achieved when the VDF does not involve the
calculations. For further information please refer to the
Supporting Information.

■ SCIENTIFIC CONCLUSIONS
A quantum mechanics investigation of the propagation
reactions involved in all the possible binary copolymer systems
including VDF, HFP, and TFE as terpolymerization monomers,
as well as in the homopolymerization of VDF according to the
terminal model, was conducted; the obtained results provided a
comprehensive overview of these systems. The Arrhenius
parameters and reactivity ratios were estimated by adopting
two different levels of theory with good agreement between
the data. The reliability of the computational methodology
was demonstrated by comparing the computational predictions
with the experimental values and model values found in the
literature. The values in Table 3 indicate that the “head to tail”
propagation (reaction 1) is more favorable than the “tail to
head” (reaction 5) process that presents a kinetic constant
2 orders of magnitude smaller. The two cross propagation
reactions (reaction 2 and 4), “head to head” and “tail to tail”
were the same or higher importance than the “head to tail”
propagation. In particular, the “head to head” propagation
(reaction 2) provides a kinetic coefficient on the same order of
magnitude, whereas, with its low activation energy and high
pre-exponential factor, the “tail to tail” propagation of VDF
(reaction 4) is the fastest reaction step. However, this result was
expected because, during the “tail to tail” propagation, the less
stable radical (radical on tail) produced a more stable radical
(radical on head). For the VDF/HFP pseudo terpolymeriza-
tion, the fastest propagation reactions (Scheme S1, Supporting

Information) are the cross propagations (reactions 3 and 7): a
VDF on head radical attacks a HFP monomer and a HFP
radical adds to the methylene carbon on the VDF monomer.
These reactions are characterized by low activation energies.
However, according to the pre-exponential factors that may be
calculated using the values reported in Table 3, the most
probable propagation reaction is the “head to tail” (reaction 1)
VDF homopolymerization that is characterized by a kinetic
constant 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the constants of
the previously mentioned cross propagation reactions. The pre-
exponential factors for the propagation reactions in the VDF/
TFE system (Scheme S2, Supporting Information) that may be
calculated using the values in Table 3 do not differ significantly.
Therefore, the propagation reactions with the lowest activation
energies are the ones characterized by the higher kinetic co-
efficients. Finally, in accordance with the values reported in
Table 3, TFE tends to homopolymerize, whereas HFP prefers
to copolymerize in the HFP/TFE system. This is the only case
where the behavior of the systems is different when estimated
at two different levels of theory, even though the variations are
not significant.
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